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      IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (SADAR) 

  TINSUKIA

Present: S. Sultana, AJS

     SDJM(S), Tinsukia

GR CASE NO. 714/2016

U/S 341/294/323/506/34 IPC

     State of Assam

Vs

  Smti. Bina Rai & ors.

                                                      ……....ACCUSED

Advocate for prosecution: Learned Miss Jogamaya Phukan

Advocate for defence: Learned Sri S. Buragohain

Offence Explained on: 21-10-2017

Date of Evidence: 11-12-2017, 19-01-2018, 27-02-2018

Date of Argument: 08-03-2018

Date of Judgment: 22-03-2018

JUDGMENT

1. The prosecution case succinctly is that informant on 06.04.2016

lodged an ejahar stating that on 05.04.2016 itself at around 6.30

pm whe informant went to pay money for grocery shopping from

the shop of one Mithilesh Singh, accused Biki Rai and his mother

accused Bina Rai along with some other persons started abusing

the informant in slang words, beat up the informant with an iron

rod and injured his head, face and body. Informant has further

stated that he was severely injured and he also lost Rs. 5000/-
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and his golden finger ring in this incident. Thus, the above facts

circumstances led to the filing of the instant complaint and set

the prosecution case in motion.
2. Based on the ejahar,  Doomdooma P.S  Case  No.  128/2016 u/s

341/294/325  IPC  was  registered.  After  completion  of

investigation,  Investigating  Officer  submitted  charge-sheet

against accused  Biki Rai  and Bina Rai                      u/s

341/294/323/506/34 for  their  prosecution  under  the  aforesaid

sections of law.
3. Relevant  copies  of  documents  were  furnished  to  above

mentioned accused persons as per provision of law. Offence u/s

341/294/323/506/34  IPC  was  explained  to  accused  to  which

accused persons pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.
4. In  this  instant  case,  four  prosecution  witnesses  (hereinafter

referred to as PW) have been examined-in-chief. PW1 was cross

examined by defence and cross examination of rest of the PWs

was declined.
5. Statement of defence u/s 313 CrPC has been recorded in which

accused have reiterated that they are innocent and not guilty.

Defence did not tender any evidence in its support. I have heard

argument advanced by both sides. I have also perused the entire

case record.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

6. The points of determinations are as follows:-
(i)     Whether  accused  persons  on  05.04.2016  voluntarily

caused  hurt  to  the  informant  in  furtherance  of  their

common intention and thereby committed an offence u/s

323/34 IPC? 
(ii) Whether accused persons on 05.04.2016 in furtherance of

their  common  intention  wrongfully  restrained  the

informant and thereby committed an offence u/s 341/34

IPC?
(iii) Whether accused persons on 05.04.2016 in furtherance of

their  common  intention  used  obscene  words  on  the

informant and thereby committed an offence u/s 294/34

IPC?
(iv) Whether accused persons on 05.04.2016 in furtherance of

their  common  intention  caused  criminal  intimidation  to
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the  informant  and  thereby  committed  an  offence  u/s

506/34 IPC?

REASONS, DISCUSSIONS &DECISIONS THEREOF:

7. To arrive at a conclusion, I have gone through the evidence on

record thoroughly one by one. 
PW1/Informant  Babul  Bhowmick  has  deposed  in  his

evidence that the incident took place on 05.04.2016 at about

6.30 pm when he was present in the shop of Mithilesh Sharma to

purchase some articles. PW1 has further deposed in his evidence

that at that time he saw accused Biki Roy and Rana Chakarborty

present there at that time accused Biki  Roy used some slang

words in the name of informant’s mother and sister and accused

Biki also caught collar of informant. Informant informed about it

to  Rana  Chakraborty  who  was  present  there.  Informant  has

further  deposed  that  he  caught  accused  Biki  and  took  him

towards his house and then mother of accused Biki who came

there  started  assaulting  informant/PW1  with  a  tool  on  his

shoulder and accused Biki assaulted PW1 with rod on his head.

PW1  has  also  deposed  that  this  led  to  injuries  on  his  head,

fingers, one of his tooth was broken and injury was caused on his

back and leg. PW1 has also deposed that he was surrounded by

accused Bina Rai, accused Biki Rai’s aunt and accused Biki Rai

himself  and  was  restrained  from  proceedings  towards  police

station, however informant somehow by running came to police

station but when he reached police station, he saw accsued Bina

Rai having a talk with Police Officer.
In his cross examination, PW1 has deposed that the place

of  occurrence  is  the  shop  of  one  Mohesh  Singh.  PW1  also

deposed that Police station is situated about 1.5/2 km from the

place of occurrence and it will take an hour to reach the police

station by walking.
PW2 Mohesh Singh has deposed in his evidence that the

incident occurred in April, 2016. He deposed that accused Bina

Rai came to his shop to purchase biscuit and it was informant

Babul Bhowmick who came running and caught accused Bina Rai
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from the back, there was an act of shoving  which took place and

due to this act informant fell down.
PW3 Soni Patowari has deposed in his evidence that on

the  day  of  incident  accused  Bina  Rai  came  to  the  shop  of

Mohesh  Singh/PW2  to  purchase  biscuit  and  it  was  informant

Babul Bhowmick who came running and caught accused Bina Rai

from the back, accused Bina Rai pushed informant and due to

this informant fell down.
PW4  Jayanta  @  Rana  Chakrabory  has  deposed  in  his

evidence  that  he did  not  see the incident  nor  does  he know

anything about the incident.
 On overall perusal of evidence on record, it is found that

there exists many contradictions in the evidence. 

Firstly,  PW1/informant  deposed  that  on  05.04.2016  at

about 6.30 pm when he was present in the shop of Mithilesh

Sharma to purchase some articles, he saw accused Biki Roy and

Rana Chakarborty present there, at that time accused Biki Roy

used some slang words in the name of informant’s mother and

sister  and  accused  Biki  also  caught  collar  of  informant  and

informant  informed  about  it  to  Rana  Chakraborty  who  was

present there. But, Rana Chakaraborty @ Jayanta/ PW4 deposed

in his  evidence that  he did  not  see the incident  nor does he

know anything about the incident. 

Secondly, PW1 has deposed in his evidence that incident

took place on 05.04.2016 at about 6.30 pm when he was present

in the shop of  Mithilesh Sharma but in his cross examination,

PW1 has deposed that place of occurrence is the shop of one

Mohesh Singh. 

Thirdly, PW1 has also deposed that he was surrounded by

accused Bina Rai, accused Biki Rai’s aunt and accused Biki Rai

himself  and  was  restrained  from  proceedings  towards  police

station, however informant somehow by running came to police

station but when he reached police station, he saw accsued Bina

Rai having a talk with Police Officer. But, in his cross examination

PW1 has deposed that Police station is situated about 1.5/2 km

from the place of occurrence and it will take an hour to reach the
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police station by walking. It is quite unbelievable that accused

Bina Rai was restraining the informant and at the same time she

reached Police station before informant. 

Fourthly, PW2 Mohesh Singh has deposed in his evidence

that accused Bina Rai came to his shop to purchase biscuit and it

was informant Babul Bhowmick who came running and caught

accused Bina Rai  from the back, there was an act of shoving

which  took  place  and  due  to  this  act  informant  fell  down.

Evidence of PW2 has been supported and corroborated by PW3

Soni Patowari. 
Lastly,  none  of  the  independent  PWs  have  supported

evidence of informant. It is infact found on perusal of evidence

on record that informant himself has made a lot of contradictions

in his evidence which makes his evidence not trustworthy and

reliable to base conviction. 

It has been held in Rang Bahadur Singh Vs. State of

UP,  AIR  2000  SC  1209  that  the  time-tested  rule  is  that

acquittal  of  a  guilty  should  be  preferred  to  conviction  of  an

innocent person. Unless the prosecution establishes the guilt of

the accused beyond reasonable doubt, a conviction cannot be

passed on the accused.

8. In light of the discussions made above, the inevitable conclusion,

therefore  is  that  prosecution  has  failed  to  bring  home  the

charges  levelled  against  the  accused  beyond  the  pale  of

reasonable doubt and accordingly, accused persons are entitled

to acquittal.
9. In the result, accused  Bina Rai and Biki Rai are acquitted from

charges     u/s 341/294/323/506/34 IPC levelled against them

and they are set at liberty forthwith.
10.Bail bonds furnished on their behalf shall remain in force for a

period of six months.
11.Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 22nd day of

March, 2018.        
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12.Case is disposed off hereby on contest.

                                                                         (Salma Sultana)
 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, 

                                                              Tinsukia, Assam
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ORDER

Accused Bina Rai and Biki Rai are present.

Judgment is  ready and has been delivered and pronounced in open

Court.

Accused  Bina  Rai  and  Biki  Rai are  acquitted  from  charges  u/s

341/294/323/506/34  IPC  levelled  against  them  and  they  are  set  at

liberty forthwith.

Bail bonds furnished on their behalf shall remain in force for a period of

six months.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 22nd day of March,

2018.        

Case is disposed off hereby on contest.

                        
                                                                               

                                                                         (Salma Sultana)
 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, 

                                                              Tinsukia, Assam
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APPENDIX

1      PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:
Ext.1 - Ejahar.

DEFENCE EXHIBITS: 

None
2      PROSECUTION WITNESS:

PW1- Babul Bhowmick
PW2 – Mohesh Singh
PW3 – Soni Patowari
PW4 – Jayanta @ Rana Chakraborty

3      DEFENCE WITNESS: 
      None 
                                                                                  

                                                                      (Salma Sultana)
   Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(S), 

                                                               Tinsukia, Assam


